Presence for design: conveying atmosphere through video collages.
Product designers use imagery for inspiration in their creative design process. To support creativity, designers apply many tools and techniques, which often rely on their ability to be inspired by found and previously made visual material and to experience the atmosphere of the user environment. Computer tools and developments in VR offer perspectives to support this kind of imagery and presence in the design process. But currently these possibilities come at too high a technological overhead and price to be usable in the design practice. This article proposes an expressive and technically lightweight approach using the possibilities of VR and computer tools, by creating a sketchy environment using video collages. Instead of relying on highly realistic or even "hyperreal" graphics, these video collages use lessons learned from theater and cinema to get a sense of atmosphere across. Product designers can use these video collages to reexperience their observations in the environment in which a product is to be used, and to communicate this atmosphere to their colleagues and clients. For user-centered design, video collages can also provide an environmental context for concept testing with prospective user groups.